In V.A. decisions
Veterans seek court review

By RYAN VER BERKMOES
Managing Editor

"Students should not register for the draft until their constitutional rights are guaranteed," according to a local veteran who is protesting the absence of judicial review of Veterans Administration decisions—a right he argues is included in the term this year.

"It is the common denominator. People with internal injuries aren't getting what they feel they deserve. The V.A. doctors make their decisions and there is nothing they can do about it," said Hassler, who added, "This makes it hard to get good lawyers. Who would work for that?"

The group hopes to gain support by publicizing their cause. They have run advertisements in The Observer about the situation in the V.A., and they have some fear of violence.

In the letter Harrell voiced support for the efforts of the group to change the laws regarding payment of legal representatives.

"The only recourse these veterans have with V.A. related complaints is to file them with the V.A. if they want legal help with their appeals, lawyers are forbidden by law to charge more than ten dollars to handle the case," claimed Hassler, who added, "This makes it hard to get good lawyers. Who would work for that?"

The group hopes to gain support by publicizing their cause. They have run advertisements in The Observer about the situation in the V.A., and they have some fear of violence.

Marozsan questions the fairness of benefits given to veterans who have received internal injuries.
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News Briefs

By The Observer and The Associated Press

A Notre Dame student and a local woman were robbed and Burns Gehring, Greg Gross, a senior, said he and the woman were walking along the 800 block of College Avenue when two black males, one holding a gun, told the two to give them the money. Gross said that the men ran away with the woman's purse when a group of people ap­ proached. His roommate, Bobby NT, who was in the same room at the time, said he heard the gunshots. He added, "around four or five dollars" in her purse. Gross reported the incident to the South Bend police. — The Observer

Brother William Mewes, a Holy Cross brother and state coordinator for the In­ diana Nuclear Weapons Freeze campaign. He previously coor­ dinated the campaign in Indiana's Third Congressional District. Mewes described the campaign as a "grassroots movement" which seeks to halt the production and deployment of nuclear weapons and delivery systems in both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. He expects to collect several thousand signatures in a statewide petition drive which ended yesterday. Mewes, citing opinion polls which showed "94% of Catholics" supported a nuclear weapons freeze resolution, said his main goal is to convince Indiana legislators that their constituents favor the resolution. — The Observer

The Swedish navy continues its search for a foreign submariner in Hors Bay yesterday for the 11th day, but the nation's top military man said the likelihood was increasing that it had escaped into the Baltic Sea. Navy spokesman Capt. Sven Carlsson said there is "no firm indication" of the sub's presence in the waters of the Moskal Naval Base since Friday. "It could still be there, but the likelihood is gradually decreasing," said Gen. Leif E. Olofsson, the armed forces commander-in-chief. There was no further word of a second sub the navy said it detected outside the entrance to the Hors Bay. On Wednesday, there may have been the first sub after it made its escape. — AP

More than $1 million a minute is being spent worldwide on the military, with nuclear stockpiles exceeding 75,000 weapons, according to a study by a coalition of arms control groups. The study, "World Military and Social Expenditures, 1982," charges that nuclear and conventional arms races have wasted resources on arms systems to achieve a false sense of security. International nuclear stockpiles have mushroomed to represent the equivalent of 3.5 times their levels in 1960. Total spending in 1982 is expected to be more than 1 million times the explosive power of the Hiroshima bomb, the study said. "Under its heavy military burden, the global economy has suffered, and war is not a necessary instrument of policies," said Ralph D. Stein, director of the non-profit research organiza­ tion named World Priorities. Stein was formerly chief of the economics division of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. — AP

Police yesterday detained one of two men accused of taking 11 people hostage and causing a $400,000 ran­ som after stealing $50,000 from a blown-open safe in a bank in Kokomo. West Germany. Officials said the bank robber was also suspected of a holdup in the industrial city of Bochum. The Cologne-based radio station WDR quoted Koblenz police headquarters as saying $280,000 was found on the suspect. The two men vanished Wednesday night in a car that began when the two men robbed the bank in Kokomo, police said. The gamblers seized the hostages, col­ lected the ransom, and released their captives later after a wild car chase with police, who then lost track of them, offi­ cials said. — AP

A task force investigating the deaths of seven people who were killed in a bank robbery in South Bend reported progress in its inquiry yesterday and declined to say whether it had any new leads. The task force is working with the force of more than 100 investigators from federal, state and local agencies, but are also conducting their own probe into the death of the seventh vic­ tim, a man who worked in the bank's bookkeeping department. "We have had no information about the author of the story, Ruth Leger Stuard," the diversion of resources from civilian needs is a silent weapon freeze, while their November opponents, Democrats Floyd Corby and Jack Bodine favor it. Copies of the petition will be given to all four men, as well as President Reagan. Mewes said the group plans to reintroduce a freeze resolution in the Indiana state legislature. A similar measure was defeated earlier this year. Mewes described the resolution as non-binding, and requiring the com­ plaince of the Senators. — The Observer
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Do you ever get frustrated? No, not that kind of frustration, but the kind you get from the annoyances of day-to-day living. Have you ever had a morning so bad you’ve seen them more than my fair share of disappointments. There are many new fields of challenges on this campus that, if con­ structed, would make life more pleasurable for us all.

Take the Engineering Auditorium. A more uncom­ fortable facility is hard to imagine. What kind of a place is that to watch a movie? To watch the sun of the 40s is so bright that you’re out of the heat,” sitting in that place is bad enough. The seats are medieval horrors that, during the course of a two hour movie, should be avoided to make sure that you have chosen to overlook the place, the tem­ porary desks littering the aisles threaten your physical safety. How much would it cost to install some modern padded seats? The ones in the Annenberg Auditorium would do just fine. While and while at it, they could fix the bulks in the projectors so that the films don’t go from yellow to blue to tan each successive reel.

Another improvement notion a needed a bus shelter at the Library. While I do not use the shuttle myself, every winter the sight of gaggles of loitering Santa Mary’s vic­tims breaks my heart. After a steamy study session in the library, do you not need to stop to walk an unhealthy to stand in the blowing cold. The shelter by the Groton has been a success. The time has come to repeat it.

Perhaps the Physical Plant Department could purchase some colorful flowers to spiff up the campus. Then they could come by the library and throw a few on the paths for the many paths and sidewalks which skewer the campus. Perhaps they could even make it so many of the routes take one on a journey to the top floor.

Now, of course, there are a few contributing problems. For a group of people sup­ posedly in the prime of health, there is something that does not sit well to a bunch. The only people who never trample the grass seem to be the elderly members of our community — the people who could understand that the cut.

The busy, booming Notre Dame campus is always changing in layout. So predicting the next meandering of the masses is at best a best-guess forecasting. However, it would be far better if the Physical Plant Department gave the lawns convenient pathways, as opposed to clogging them with silver­ posts and strategic trees. Think of all the money that could be saved on the acres of turf rolled out for graduation.

I don’t really understand the registration process either. What has been picking up some computer cards from one nice lady and giving them to another. What do they accomplish? No matter what you do, you will still end up prowling crowded hallways on campus, and mark sensing until your fingers fall off. Even better is the confirmation process. For two semesters my final scheduled has been set to me days after.

The Mad Hungarian

I have never been drenched by a sprinkler late at night. Why are they always on after it rains? Of course, muddy lawns do discourage the Shortcutters. Nothing stops them. Not students, not buildings, not anything. Why do they squirt at night, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they squirt at night, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they do it, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they do it, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they do it, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they do it, and not during the day? I have. These merciless things revolve in search of the unsuspecting. Why do they do it, and not during the day? I have.
By DAN KOPP
Staff Reporter

The majority of rectors surveyed opposed the Student Senate's motion to allow underage drinking in commercial enterprises on campus. The University owns all the land around the campus to keep out business establishments — we are surrounded by a moat," Burke said.

It was also announced at the meeting that tickets for the November 8 "Chicago" concert are now on sale at the Student Union Record Store and at the A.C.C. In addition, Freshmen Regent's may be picked up Tuesday and Wednesday from 6 to 9 p.m. in the La Fortune lobby. Freshmen must have their I.D.s to pick up a book.

Dan and Rose Tucey
Couple promotes 'peace academy'

Emphasizing that the United States and other countries "had to change from looking at war as a solution to conflict," Rose and Dan Lucey, founders of the movement for a National Peace Academy, spoke in Hayes-Healy Auditorsum last night in support of the establishment of a National Peace Academy.

Replacing their experience of travelling across the country one summer with their family and seeing the drinking age in Indiana. We're going to have to fight this..." Dan Lucey said.

Senator Gary Hart

By CINDY COLDIRON
Senior Staff Reporter
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RECEIVERS OPPOSE PARTY REFORMS

The Observer
Mandatory Workshop
for all News Reporters

Tues. 6:30
La Fortune
Little Theatre

Senator Gary Hart

Senator Hart’s campaign is one of the most noteworthy campaigns in the nation. He is a strong critic of President Reagan and his economic policies. In his campaign, Senator Hart has been a strong advocate for workers' rights and consumer protection. His campaign has gained significant momentum in recent weeks, and he is considered a strong contender in the upcoming elections.

Corby's

"Mixed Drink Night Special"

This event celebrates the rich history of Corby's, featuring a variety of cocktails and drinks.

ATTENTION:

There will be a general meeting for ALL Observer Staff this Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.

This meeting will be held in the comfortable Library Auditorium.

Come with your gripes, ideas, and suggestions.
Residents panic Lebanese search refugee camps

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The Lebanese army surrounded the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Chatilla yesterday, conducting house-to-house searches for guns and demolishing shacks built with our building permits.

Panicked camp residents reported that men in civilian clothes had entered the camps overnight, leading away several people. Lebanese paramilitary security forces attempting to calm the resi­dents said the men were plainclothes policemen, and that no further camp searches would be allowed by people out of uniform. There was no explanation for the searches being conducted after nightfall.

As the army searched the two camps where hundreds of Paleo­

nian refugees were massacred last month, Western diplomats reported that a new contingent of 400 Italian troops will be sent to Lebanon tomorrow to join the existing multina­tional peacekeeping force.

The new contingent would bolster the American, French and Italian peacekeeping force to 4,200 men. The Lebanese government re­quested the force after the massacre of hundreds of Palestinian refugees in Sabra and Chatilla Sept. 16-18. Lebanese security sources reported Saturday that Christian militias were filtering into Moslem neighborhoods and have kid­napped dozens of leftists in the past week. Lebanese Moslem leaders claim 150 people have been kid­napped by the militias in recent days.

The paramilitary security forces in Beirut issued a statement late yes­terday saying the abductors were plainclothes policemen arresting wanted criminals.

The military prosecutor in charge of it investigating the massacre in the two camps yesterday that a total of 328 bodies had been recovered and 991 people are still missing.

Prosecutor Assad Germano said some of the missing are presumed dead and buried in underground bunkers where they sought refuge to escape the killers and that others may have been abducted by the assassins. The Lebanese army, which took up positions in west Beirut after Is­raeli troops pulled out Sept. 28, has been sweeping the area for arms left behind by Palestine Liberation Or­ganization guerrillas and Lebanese leftist. It also has been rounding up suspected criminals and illegal aliens, including Palestinians with out residence permits. He also reported that 90 suspected criminals and illegal aliens were arrested by the Lebanese army in west Beirut yesterday. The Defense Ministry said more than 200 people have been arrested in west Beirut in the past two weeks.

Moslem leaders have criticized the army for limiting its search for weapons and suspects to west Beirut, the former stronghold of the Palestine Liberation Organization and not disarming the Christian militias that control east Beirut.

---

Plunge continued from page 1

South Bend, are run by justice and peace centers.

"The purpose of the program is to let students experience the problems that people have in the in­ner city," Weissert explained.

"I don't think you really under­stand the problems people are en­countered in unless you are in touch with them," Weissert said. "A book will give you the theory, but you need to be in touch to really under­stand." Kevin Hayes, a senior, said "I ex­pected to learn about life in an urban setting, and find out the differ­ences between that and my own suburban life. Their worries are different. While we worry about whether there is gas in the car, or whether to cut the grass instead of playing golf, they worry about how they will get food on the table, and where it will come from."

"I wanted to get my feet wet in the world of social justice," said senior Dan Keuszal. "I wanted to see the dif­ference people were alleviating ways people were alleviating problems, and the different helping people that had. Our guides let us see the way it was, without trying to shape our views. I really had a good experience with the people who were working."

Leslie LeMay, a veteran of two plunders, said "I think we go in with the idea that people are not fighting against their situation. I think they are fighting more with who we are who are not concerned about social justice."

"It made me realize," said Hayes. "I may give up on these problems, but I'm not all self-inflicted. Instead, the problems are much more complex, not direct cause and effect. They in­volve structures in society, politics, and not just individuals." Our experience shared by many is eating in a dining hall, or a soup kitchen. Angelo Capozzi, also a resident member, said "The dining hall was a really heavy experience. You stood in line, ate, and sat with the poor. The people I met there showed a duality of hope and despair."

"The plauge has a positive effect on us," said Weiszert. "I would recommend it to anybody." Krause said. They are two days that will change your life one way or another I would hope everybody would do it at least once before they leave Notre Dame."

---

continued from page 1 you can do about it."

Maronites continued. "Even if we get judicial review, I'm out of luck. The V.A. claims my records all burned up in a St. Louis warehouse fire in 1973."

Hassler pointed out that his "benefits stopped right after I got a letter criticizing the V.A. printed in the Chicago Tribune."

A third veteran present at the con­ference, Clyde Alderfer, said, "we aren't doing this for ourselves, we're doing this for the young kids. When they sign that registration form, I feel they lose their rights. Be­cause, the first thing they did in Ger­many was register the Jews. I don't think anyone should register until we get this fixed."

"I'm concerned that this could go on in America," Maronitz said.

Freshman 'dog books' ready

Freshman Registers are now ready. Freshmen who purchased them pick them up today and tomorrow from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the LaFortune Lobby. Freshmen must bring their student ID's.
SAPB discusses frosh elections

By MARY ANN POTTER
News Staff

The Saint Mary's Board of Government discussed Freshman Council elections and Student Activities Programming Board events at a meeting Sunday night. Elections Commissioner Monica Gogole reported that campaigning for 21 Freshman Council candidates began Sunday night and will end tomorrow. Elections will take place on Thursday in each of the residence halls.

The Student Activities Programming Board will hold its first Coffeehouse of the year tomorrow at the Saint Mary's clubhouse, with the Jim Cows Band scheduled to begin playing at 9:00 P.M. The SAPB also is sponsoring the movie Arthur tomorrow at 8:30 and 10:00 P.M. in Carroll Hall.

Student Body President Kathleen Murphy is enthusiastic about the 1982-1983 school year. "The Board has worked very hard. I think the students have an overall good feeling about the school," Murphy said that she has been receiving mostly positive reactions from students.

This is not denying that there are areas that could be improved, but we are working within our means to achieve that improvement," she explained.

Murphy would like to see more participation in student activities. "We like to offer these activities and have the students take part in them," Murphy explained that the main concern of the board is to do the best job possible to insure that students are well represented. In order to achieve this, the Board hopes to keep communication lines open between the board and the students.

In Third World

Prof stresses ethical development

By ROBERT F. SCANLON
News Staff

A Notre Dame economics professor, in a critique of development policies in the Third World, said the means as well as the ends of those policies must be re-evaluated to insure that they are ethically sound.

Professor Denis Goulet, in a lecture entitled "Obstacles to World Development: An Ethical Reflection," outlined flaws in contemporary strategy.

Citing "a fundamental distortion between goods and the good life," Goulet, an expert in international economics, said that contemporary development programs have too often stressed the importance of modern consumer goods, while ignoring their harmful effects on underdeveloped societies.

Goulet feels that growth schemes have ignored traditional cultural aspects of Third World countries while increasing the dependence of those nations on the West.

Speaking of the "Matthew Arnold Syndrome," Goulet quoted the Victorian poet, saying that less developed countries (LDC's) are "wandering between two worlds, one dead, the other powerless to be born." Goulet says that while LDC's have emerged from their traditional past, they have not yet found an effective path for the future. The reason for this, according to Goulet, is that the leadership of many LDC's feels torn between the desire for membership in the global economic community and the wish to maintain individual national character.

Goulet pointed out that there are conflicting opinions within the Third World, with some leaders calling for a basic restructuring of the world economic system while others advocate the alleviation of immediate needs. The central role of heavy industry in the development of LDC's is also being re-evaluated.

While Goulet thinks that the failure of Western industry-based development schemes has contributed to the Third World dilemma, he also emphasizes the domestic shortcomings of LDC's. These include corruption, widespread poverty, excessive traditionalism, and a shortage of effective leadership.

ATTENTION: all

Arts and Letters Students

Considering Careers in Business

Arts and Letters Business Society Presentation

topics include:

- Job Search
- Campaign
- MBA Schools

today, Tues Oct 12 7 pm 124 Hayes-Healy

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of five deliciously different flavors from General Foods® International Coffees. It's a socially understanding of the Trinity" last night in the Library Auditorium. (Photo by Tom White)
Japanese watch holds television. FM stereo

**From Discuss News Service**

With its digital time display, calendar, alarm and stopwatch, it seems at first glance like many other modern wristwatches. But it has features that some of those of Dick Tracy's more famous watch, a tiny, all-channel, black and white VHF and UHF television set and an FM radio.

The new TV-radio wristwatch, which weighs less than two ounces, is the latest branchchild of Seko, the world's largest manufacturer of timepieces.

To make the watch as thin as possible, Seko developed a radically new liquid-crystal television screen in place of the conventional cathode ray tube.

The antenna is incorporated into the headbandshat are needed to hold the watches, thus providing a small radio receiver in the form of an FM broadcast receiver, with the question: "What is a fair rate of profit for my company?"
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Reagan increases aid to reactionaries in Central America

While the nation's attention has been focused on such trouble spots as Lebanon and Poland, the Reagan Administration has dramatically escalated its short-sighted and dangerous policies in Central America. Having defined the region as a vital to our nation's geo-political interests, the administrator T.J. Conley

Eye on the Americans

Like the proverbial dead horse, the social life at SMC is the recipient of a flurry of interest. The fact there are problems here is as good as the administration's attitudes toward the problem. Robert Wack

P.O. Box Q

Mising: raising questions about American foreign policy

In the closing notes of his book, Thomas Melsheimer states, "I grew up with an abiding faith in America. It is, in my estimation, the greatest country in the world — not for its wealth of military might but because its people have achieved a balance of security, freedom, and human rights unmatched in history." The preceding pages have been written, not to cast doubt on this country or the men and women who serve so well in our military and diplomatic corps, but rather in the belief that only by self-analysis of this kind can we purify our government and make it better.

Editorial Board

We, the authors of this newspaper, wish to state that those of us who write columns feel that the policies of the administration are responsible for over 200 civilian deaths in the last several months within Nicaragua. Many observers expect these same rightist guerrillas to invade Nicaragua on a large scale in coming months. The Honduran army has turned a blind eye to these camps. Thus the Reagan Administration seeks to further its perceived interests in the region by turning the democratically elected regime of President Alfonso Robles into a facade for a new military dictatorship that it hopes will support its escalating the con­ flicts which have long been in a deverge. We feel that the organization behind the American foreign policy and how it is implemented can help us to seek appropriate answers requires no truth.

Massacre: indescendable barbarity
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Stepan Center courts are now available to halls and groups. Reservations for the Nov 1 to Apr 8 period must be made by Friday. Reservation forms are available at the Student Activities Office in the Lafayette Student Center. — The Observer

Fellowship of Christian Athletes will hold a meeting in Saint Ed's chapel at 8 p.m. tonight. All are invited. — The Observer

Office of Non-Varsity Athletics announces a defense meeting this Friday. Eight football, 8 racquetball, Grad-Fac racquetball, Co-Rec volleyball, Co-Rec basketball, Faculty vol­leyball, and Grad. volleyball. The second meeting for the week is Oct 20. Further information can be obtained by calling NVA at 239-5100. — The Observer

Sports Briefs

64K Microcomputer, letter quality printer, IS Y O U R  HAIR G E T T IN G  IN T H E WAY
TO WHOMEVER PICKED UP MY CORDURORY S H O T $ $ I M A LI尊call JOE A. B R E W E R X 133 OR TONY X 8514
FOR SALE

NOTICES
IS YOUR HAIR GETTING IN THE WAY OF YOUR STUDIES? CALL MURPHY FOR A HAIR CUT,鋲 ONCE FREE, ONLY $4 FOR GUYS AND $6 FOR GIRLS.
BEST TO CALL AFTER 5PM.

WORLD S EXCLUSIVE 84MM F4.0 MACRO MICROPHOTOGRAPHY QUALITY JAPAN ENLARGED PRINTS (OPEN BOX) $750.00

Lake Mohawk beach cottage $35.00, non- nong. Terms 20% down balance paid 9/4. Phone 907-243.

NEED A RIDE TO BUFFALO OR CINCINNATI?

TYPING AVAILABLE 287-4082

DEPARTMENT DESIGNER? PUT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION UNDER THE HEADING:

JOURNALS
FORESYTH LIVING PRODUCTS
Guide Room: Room 627-209
Mailing Address: Box 116

TICKETS
PITTSBURG — Are you ready for a game this weekend? Take a look at the following games:

11/12 • 11/27

JOHNSON
WHITNEY 2-A • 11/27

OWNING PERSONALS

URGENCY: I NEED ARIZONA GASES CALL ROB X 6830

I N E E D 6 ARIZ GASES - D O U G  at 6166 LONGLEY.

NEED ARIZONA TIX J O E 8114

TRACES PARENTS HAVE A GAS FOR ARIZONA I CAN DONT YOU WANT TO TRADE 2 OR A ARIZONA TIX FOR A PENN STATE GAS CALL 235-7969.

NEED ARIZONA TIX X 7814

I NEED ARIZONA ARIZONA TIX JOE 1114

NEED DIM NIGHTSAR GASES FOR ARIZONA PLEASE CALL CARY NELSON X 8888.

FOR SALE
NEED 6 ARIZONA TIX FOR ARIZONA CALL 235-7969.

WEB SITE: ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, THERE IS NO RECORD OF ANY ATHLETIC TEAM WITH THE NAME "ARIZONA" HAVING PLAYED IN A COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME DURING THE 1982 SEASON.

SPORTS BRIEFS

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27

11/12 • 11/27
Bradley sweeps ND in weekend twinbill

By NEAL SMITH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame baseball team, now 3-7, were defeated in a doubleheader 6-3 and 5-1 by Bradley Tuesday afternoon in a non-league contest. The two teams Saturday was rained out trying to steal third base.

In the bottom of that inning the Irish had another scoring opportunity. The number nine hitter reached third on a two base throwing error and a passed ball with no outs, but the top three batters of the inning could not knock him in.

Both teams scored a run in the second game. Bradley's run came on a solo home run by clean-up hitter Jim Lindeman. Notre Dame scored its run on a David Clark double off the fence during the game.

In the final inning the Braves obtained two unearned runs. The Irish added one, making the final score 1-6.

In the second game, Bradley started a rally with two outs in the first. Danny Clay smashed a two-out base hit and stolen base. The Irish could not knock him in.

When the defense is bad, the hitters and pitchers try to make up for it," remarked Gall. "The batters and pitchers pressure themselves too much!"

In the first game the Irish jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the first inning. With two outs, Rick Crysler reached third base on an error, stole second and scored on a single by Dingle. The runner reached third on a pass ball.

Bradley scored again in the fourth when a hit that was lost in the sun by the left fielder fell for a triple. The runner scored on a routine ground out.

The Irish scored its lone run in the bottom of the inning. Jim Dee reached third on a base throw error by the Brave pitcher Mike Donning proceeded to knock in Dee with a single.

Bradley added another, unearned run to complete the scoring at 5-1. Brent Hatch was the winning Brave pitcher as he struck out eight batters and allowed only one hit. Notre Dame left 11 men on base during the game.

The Irish will host Bethel College this afternoon at 3:30 on Jake Kline Field. The series is a make-up for an earlier rainout.

Irish ninth

Bama makes move in AP poll

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press

Alabama, a 4-21 winner over Penn State, moved past Pitt into second place Monday in The Associated Press college football poll, which was released Wednesday with two outs in the first two out rally, the Braves made it 3-0 in the second. Following a travel day, the Braves and Cardinals completed a three-game sweep of the Atlanta Braves in the National League playoffs Sunday night.

Game One of the Series is scheduled for today. It will be played in Busch Stadium in St. Louis. With Game Two here tomorrow night following a travel day, the Series will continue for three games, if all are needed, in Milwaukee on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The final two games of the Series would be played in St. Louis on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Simmons' locker room soliloquy, although he did not know it at the time, may have been prophetic. It seemed to sum up the way this World Series would take shape. "If you have 10 big guys and 10 little guys," he said, "the 10 big guys usually win. But that's not always the way it works out in baseball. The nature of the game is such that you never know what will happen."

Baseball's 1982 version of Big vs. Small is personified by this World Series. On the one hand, there are the Braves' baseball home run kings with 216 during the regular season, more force with a capital "B." On the other hand, there are the Cardinals with the fewest home runs in either league this year, 66, yet with a team batting average of .264, second highest in the National League.

The Cardinals won the NL East with pitching, defense and speed, although the natural grass of Milwaukee County Stadium probably will negate some of that advantage. The Brewers, meanwhile, conquered the AL East with power, a solid defense, more power, some decent pitching, and still more power.

"The Brewers are an excellent hitting team," St. Louis Manager Whitey Herzog said, "just like the Braves. But if our pitchers do the same consistent job they've done the first five games, we'll do OK!"

ATTENTION: SENIORS!

Turn in your Yearbook Portrait Proofs!
Where: LaFortune Student Center, Rm. 2C
Times: 9:30 am - 1:30 pm and 2:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Dates: October 11 - 15
Please see the Varden Representative as indicated

A : E : October 11
F : D : October 12
K : O : October 15
P : S : October 14
T : O : October 15

Thank you for your cooperation.

Your Yearbook Staff

We Welcome All Students
Especially the 'The Knights of the Castle'
-Men's Hair Styling

We are only minutes from campus

272-0312
5453 Terrace Lane
Across from Martin's (St. Rd. 23)

For the total look on a styled
Hair Cut, Shampoo, Blow Dry, Condition
Regular $15.00
Now 8.50 with coupon

We only welcome you to campus

The Queen's Castle
Coach Gerry Faust whoops it up with his Notre Dame football squad after Saturday's 16-14 win over Miami. The Irish should avoid becoming too excited about their national title chances, says Skip Desjardin in his column on the back page. (Photo by Rachel Blount)

Let's see, that would make the Irish 2-1-1 right now.

But for a few inches. Joe Kohnbrand would have waltzed into the end zone with a screen pass intended for Carter.

Let's see, that would make the Irish 2-1-1 right now.

Sure, there are bright spots. But there are some serious weaknesses in this team. Blair Kiel must begin to play like he did against Arizona in 1980, or even like he did against Michigan a few weeks ago. The Irish must utilize Joe Howard more effectively, in order to draw away the triple-team coverage Tony Huter has handled lately t. y. In short, Notre Dame has got to get to the end zone more often.

We must come down off the cloud -- fans and players alike. A difficult road lies ahead. Notre Dame has the talent to beat everyone left on the schedule. But that talent has yet to play up to its full potential.

Until it does, keep the champagne corked.

But keep it cold, just in case.

...Volleyball

eight place in the 12-team field.

"With our starting six, we shouldn't have lost to any of the other teams," said Anderson.

There was one bright spot, however, and that was walk-on Joe Medley, who had played very little this year, performed very well on the job.

"She didn't make any crucial errors," explained Anderson. "She passed the ball very well.

"The injuries have come at a bad time. The team is in the midst of a grueling road schedule that will not end until November 12. Tonight it travels to southwestern Michigan College to take on the host team and Kellogg College. There is another triangular meet Thursday in Chicago.

...Golf

continued from page 12

The Irish went into yesterday's play with high hopes. Leyes matched an impressive 75 on Sunday, tying him for the first round lead. Notre Dame's efforts were enhanced on both days, but Southern Illinois played a superb second round, jumping from sixth place to third.

"We are very proud of the team. They performed well during the fall season. We are hopeful that the spring season will be just as successful this year," said Anderson.

...Kickers

continued from page 12

16 more field goals that year.

After Saturday, senior Mike Johnson has enabled the torch to burn even brighter with his field goals of 29, 42 and 52 yards -- the latter coming with only 11 seconds left as it provided the winning 16-14 margin. For the season he is 10 of 10 in field goals.

On Art Coach Gerry Faust has said, he earned the scholarship that was given to him this year.

And he has earned his own niche in the legendary pantheon of Notre Dame heroes.
Four starters gone
Injuries cripple volleyball season
By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team is struggling right now, and the pre-season visions of an NCAA tournament berth are fading quickly. It may, however, be no different in talent or quality, so that is causing most of the problems, but rather it is an incredibly bad streak of injuries that is hurting the team.

In the last two weeks, four of the six starters have suffered injuries. Junior Terese Jenkins was the first starter to go out. She suffered a chipped bone in her knuckle which must be wrapped before she plays in the games and practice. This has caused her some problems.

"She is playing inconsistently," says Assistant Coach Dan Anderson. "She is not contacting the ball right when she hits it, doesn't hit it with the same power with a chance her hand is all wrapped up on it.

Senior standout Karen Bauters was the second casualty. She is still on crutches after landing on her ankle wrong and hardly playing at all. She is about two weeks behind, but will be able to return to action soon.

Sophomore co-captain Josie Jones has suffered a sprained ankle last week. Fortunately, the injury was not as serious as her coaches had believed. She is on crutches, however, and should be at least a couple of weeks before she can play again.

Meanwhile, the other co-captain, Mary Jo Henken, has been plagued by a bad wrist and an illness. Her wrist swells up after every match and probably will need to be taped up before she can return to action

"We need them bad," says Anderson. "The other girls don't have confidence without their leaders."

The injury last does not stop with the starters, though. Junior Maureen Toft, a top substitute, suffered a severe ankle injury before the season started. She returned to action a week ago but is still limping with another substitute having dropped off the team, there are only seven healthy players on the entire team.

"The injuries make the offense weaker," explains Coach Tom Hennessey. "With two in the back (Bauters and Henken) who hit only consistent with that competence than the Notre Dame coocker.

Six kickers in the last 10 years, rather than tremendous faith in their religion, fantasies or their own special talent, have been components for themselves and Notre Dame fans that will last forever.

In 1973, Bob Thomas (now with the NFL Detroit Lions) had one special-prayer before the game, "I didn't want any recognitions before the sixth game of the season against Southern Cal. After missing straight field goals before the USC game, though, Thomas had a little impatient with the Deity.

He went to his room, opened the curtains, locked to heaven and said, "I know I told you I didn't want any recognitions before the game, but I am getting ridiculous."

That against the Trojans, Thomas hit on all three of his field goals to provide the difference in the 25-14 victory. Later in the year, he kicked a 19-yard field goal with 20 seconds left to defeat Alabama in the Sugar Bowl to give Notre Dame its second National Championship.

We were determined, the kicker for Notre Dame from 1973-77. Although there were no last second heart-stopping kicks from him, his consistency had an impact on many teams during his time at the top of the list, being the Cotton Bowl victory that produced another National Championship, the team he was part of in a Notre Dame record, and his 24 career points is second only to Louie (first) Falcon's scoring mark of 250.

Joe Unis had a fantasy before the season — he dreamed that Reeve sustained a leg injury, how ever.

The legend of "Harry O" followed the Wolverines in 1980. Har ry Oliver's longest field goal in his career was a 52-yarder, and he scored another 24-straight. Thompson went on to win the Cotton Bowl.

"Mary, Mother of God, may the Deity be guarding us against those things. We can't come to a conclusion with the Deity again.

The Deity will have to wait until next year and the Deity kicked the winning kick of the Cotton Bowl.

The Deity outscored and outplayed the Wolverines 45-27.

By LOUIE SOMOGYI
Sports Writer

Johnson joins list of kicking heroes

The Irish are good, but...

By THERON ROBERTS
Sports Writer

Skip Desjardin

The Irish are good, but...

Skip Desjardin